Call for Participation

We invite you to join us in 2nd International Conference on Big Data, IoT and Machine Learning (BIOM).

This conference will act as a major forum for the presentation of innovative ideas, approaches, developments, and research projects in the areas of Big Data, Internet of Things (IoT) and Machine Learning. It will also serve to facilitate the exchange of information between researchers and industry professionals to discuss the latest issues and advancement in the area of Big Data, IoT and Machine Learning.

Highlights of BIOM 2022 include:

- 8th International Conference on Artificial Intelligence and Soft Computing (AISO 2022)
- 11th International Conference on Signal & Image Processing (SIP 2022)
- 9th International Conference on Wireless and Mobile Network (WiMNeT 2022)
- 6th International Conference on Computer Science and Information Technology (COMIT 2022)
- 2nd International Conference on Big NLP & Data Mining (NLDM 2022)
- 2nd International Conference on Cryptography and Blockchain (CRBL 2022)
- International Conference on Software Engineering Advances and Formal Methods (SOFTFM 2022)
- International Conference on Education, Pedagogy and Technology (EDUPT 2022)

Registration Participants

Non-Author / Co-Author / Simple Participants (no paper)

250 USD (With proceedings)

Here's where you can reach us: biom@comit2022.org or biomconf@yahoo.com